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Presentation Notes
Hello, my name is Lance Le and I work in the basin planning unit of the North Coast Water Board. Today I'll be giving a presentation on a workplan for a project at the North Coast Water Board whose goals intersect with the mission of the Healthy Watersheds Partnership. If you recall, I gave a similar presentation last time this group met, but we've fleshed out the project by quite a bit.



BACKGROUND

• 2018 Triennial Review of the North Coast Basin Plan priority 
projects

• Identified “landscape assessment tool” for addressing projected 
climate change impacts, among other uses

• Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW) criteria and 
designation process
• Tier 3 waters from federal antidegradation policy

• ONRW designation can be viewed as a mechanism to address 
climate change impacts (i.e. give resilient and vulnerable systems 
more protection)

• “Landscape assessment tool” = what does that mean?
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First for some background information. Per the clean water act, the Water Boards performs a review of the basin plan every three years. In the most recent Triennial Review in 2018, the North Coast region identified two priority projects:- the development of a "landscape assessment tool" to address climate change impacts- and creating a designation process for Outstanding National Resource Waters or ONRWs.Outstanding National Resource Waters are also known as Tier 3 waters from the Clean Water Act and federal antidegradation policy. Quoting the policy: "Where high quality waters constitute an outstanding National resource, such as waters of National and State parks and wildlife refuges and waters of exceptional recreational or ecological significance, that water quality shall be maintained and protected."Our interpretation—and if anyone listening in Santa Rosa, please correct or elaborate where needed—is that ONRW designation can be viewed as a mechanism to address climate change impacts. That is, give resilient and vulnerable water bodies more protection.Though for awhile we—and by we I guess mostly me since this is my project--were rather vague or unsure what the phrase landscape assessment tool really means.



BACKGROUND

• Report published in 2013 only 
takes a “snapshot” of relative 
watershed health

• Spearheaded by Healthy 
Watersheds Partnership (HWP)
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Then I came across this report called the California Integrated Assessment of Watershed Health. I believe Pete Ode presented this report last time this group met. A lot of the methods and thinking behind this report mirrored what was brewing in my head, so I decided to adapt the report into a web application just to see how difficult it would be to do so. Turns out, not too difficult, but I have to note that the programming language that was used in the report was also fortunately the same one that I am proficient at. This web-app goes through each step detailed in the report and generates outputs and visualizations on the fly. From this exercise, the working definition of a "landscape assessment tool" is some kind of software or web dashboard with a toolbox to perform water body assessment.



WATERSHED HEALTH ASSESSMENT



ADAPTATION INTO WEB APP

• Methodology relatively simple and straightforwardly coded 
into a web application:

• https://lancele.shinyapps.io/HWI_test/

• “Landscape assessment tool” = web-based application or 
dashboard of tools?

• More dynamic as users can perform assessments in real-time

• Data management less labor intensive through use of APIs or 
application programming interfaces

• Increased transparency as code and methodologies are publicly 
accessible

https://lancele.shinyapps.io/HWI_test/
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Here are slides in case the web app doesn't work.



NEXUS

• Need to define climate resilience and vulnerability for Triennial 
Review projects

• HWP and others concerned with defining water body health

• Resilience and vulnerability can be a function of health

• But: concepts are fluid and rely on assumptions that are numerous and 
sometimes subjective

• Everyone, including general public, should be able to weigh in on these 
concepts

• Updating assessments can be more rapid with a web tool

• Web-based application “dashboard” is one outcome that can satisfy 
goals of both HWP and North Coast Water Board
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So what would such a dashboard do? And how does the Healthy Watershed Partnership figure into this project?One interpretation is that climate resilience and vulnerability is a function of water body health; or, at least, health, resilience, and vulnerability have similar metrics. One issue that arise is that these concepts are fluid and rely on assumptions that are numerous and sometimes subjective. Another issue is that static assessment reports aren't very accessible and lack transparency—that is, the report doesn’t usually come with data and code and instructions to do those assessments. Thus, the motivations for a web-based dashboard tool is that it 1) opens up water body assessments to the wider public;2) updating assessments with respect to new data or methods is potentially faster;



NEXUS

• Healthy Watersheds Partnership (HWP) seeking to update 
and improve the Assessment work from 2013

• Water Boards Office of Info. Mgt. & Analysis (OIMA) 
interested in building internal capacity for data science 
projects

• North Coast Water Board needs an advisory committee to 
review scientific and technical support
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But more concretely:- the Healthy Watersheds Partnership is seeking to update and improve the assessment work done in 2013- the Water Board's Office of Information Management and Analysis or OIMA is interested in building internal capacity for these type of projects- and most importantly, North Coast Water Board staff are in need of a technical and science advisory committee to make sure that this project is well vetted



PROJECT OVERVIEW

• 2-year timeline to completion

• 2 Phases, each completed at year’s end

• Phase 1: public-facing R Shiny application with tools for:

• Assessing water body health (absolute and relative)

• Determining ONRW eligibility

• Data visualization and mapping
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As for the project itself, we're looking at a two year time horizon for competition. There will be two phases of this project, each ending at the year-end mark. Phase 1 is a public facing R shiny application with tools for:Assessment water body healthAssessing climate change vulnerability to water quality and beneficial usesDetermining ONRW eligibilityAnd data visualization and mapping



PROJECT OVERVIEW

• Phase 2: Add to Shiny application:

• Ability to create user profile so users may save work and have 
outputs from different tools feed into each other

• Option to upload individual datasets

• Data imputation tools for sparse datasets

• Availability of relevant datasets vary geographically, need to 
fill in missing gaps

• Other tools as recommended by an advisory committee
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Phase 2 would add the ability to create a user profile so people can save their work and use outputs from one tool as inputs into another tool, as well as uploading their own datasets. Another tool or set of tools I've planned is for filling in missing data. The previous Assessment came across this problem and I think we can expand on their solutions. The design of the dashboard is modular, so even when complete, we can still continue to develop tools and add them to the dashboard.



DISCUSSION

• Alternatives to this workplan:

• Existing or similar tools?

• Existing or similar platforms that can we build additional 
capacity into?

• Do we really need to pursue a web-application product at all? 
Why not just publish another report as in 2013?

• Suggestions and other comments
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For the rest of this time allotment, I'd like to discuss in an open forum any suggestions, including alternatives. Part of me wants to write a web app just because it could be fun, but there are serious alternatives that we should entertain. As examples, are there existing or similar tools that can do this job? If not, are there existing platforms that we can build additional capacity into? And do we really need to pursue a web-application product at all?
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